Hello Wicko, how are you? Your friend said to call you again. Let's listen. He wants to put your name down on the list to play football this winter season. He wants to call you this week here, if you want. Give me a call later and we can discuss your changing your mind and playing. He really needs help with the team and he wants me to try and convince you to play. If not, he will call you himself and convince you! He needs an answer this week because the league is starting!
After this when he gives you a number you make sure he spells it out and you give him an outside number to call you and has at a outside number. Then you explain I want 100,000 from him and they reach. That's 200,000 total. Also I want him to call Phil who now lives in Las Vegas Nevada and get 200,000 from Phil. Then you explain they could check I won pay an extradition case here in Brazil can't be charged with these crimes in the United States.
Only they can. Ricco case from 1984 to now. They get charged with everything they were involved with plus whatever everyone else did too. As part of Ricco. Either at or they lose their jobs, family, lives, wives just like me. I spent 4 years in solitary alone because of them. All for not ratting on them! OR I will give their names and make deal with government to return to the United States. Their movie now! If they were never involved in...
Drugs, dealing, shootings, gambling, robberies, murder etc. They don't have to worry besides whatever everyone else did. They will be charged with. Sell their houses, go to the bank and steal it. It's their problem! They are all scumbags and left me to the dogs. Phil's phone is tapped so make sure when he gets his number he tells him to go to outside phones. Their last stance and warning or they will spend the rest of their lives in jail.
They gave the money to Joey to send to my Brazil account and if anyone inquires, Joey is investing in Brazil real estate with it. Their suffers long as my mouth is shut. You remind them I lost my family and everyone all my houses and borrowed a ton of money and my parents moved in with my sister and lost their houses. They brought my sister and Claudia in and my cousins are.
All in jail and need my help and have no money and are all facing life for things these guys were involved in not my cousins, especially Nick the government has pushed me for since 1996 then again in 1999 subpoena and again now. They would of told in the week of any of them were in my position.

Frankie has the kids Louise's # who has Phils member in Vegas tell Frankie go see Louise personally and get it then give it to Nicky.
These phones are all tapped. Do not say your full name or feel just a friend. Say your name is Bobby. Don't change one thing here. Think that I'm writing you. Don't explain nothing to me on phones only on visit.